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bb2n decay in 48Ca
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A schematic study of thebb2n decay of 48Ca is made in a shell-model approach. The emphasis is
especially put on the role of the spin-orbit potential in relation with the contribution of other terms in the strong
interaction. This is discussed with a particular attention to the behavior of these ones under the SU~4! sym-
metry. Different methods in calculating the transition amplitude are also looked at with the aim to determine
their reliability and, eventually, why they do not work. Further aspects relative to the failure of the operator
expansion method to reproduce the results of more elaborate calculations are examined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of the double beta decay process is
recognized. First, the neutrinoless mode, yet unobserve
of fundamental interest, as it will be a signal for neutri
mass and lepton number nonconservation. Second,
double beta decay with two-neutrino emission (bb2n), al-
lowed in the standard model, is a very rare process wh
was not experimentally observed until 1987, in the decay
82Se studied by Elliotet al. @1#. Subsequent results in othe
nuclei were obtained by other groups~see Ref.@2# for a
recent review of the experimental situation!. Recently Balysh
et al. @3# have measured the double beta decay half-life
48Ca. This nucleus is the lightest one for which such a m
surement is feasible.

On the theoretical side~see Refs.@4,5# for a recent re-
view! the bb2n decay which, at the beginning, was a we
defined process in the standard model, has been revealed
real challenge for nuclear model practitioners. There are
reasons for this situation. On the one hand, the decay mo
highly suppressed and sensitively depends on poorly de
mined parts of the nuclear interaction. On the other, it i
second order process, which implies a summation on in
mediate, and not always well determined, states. Thus, e
if it is not a process involving new fundamental physics, t
bb2n decay is related to a new type of nuclear matrix e
ment. This one incorporates information on the wave fu
tions that is not given by other standard observables.

The difficulties in the calculation of thebb2n decay have
been expressed in several different but related ways in
literature.

~i! In QRPA calculations, it has been related to the e
treme sensitivity of the transition matrix element to the s
called gpp parameter, which governs thepn excitations
@6–8#.

~ii ! In the SU~4! language, it has been connected to po
determination of the nuclear force in theL50, S51, T
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50 (J511T50) channel@9,8#. At the same time, it was
also observed in this scheme that strong truncation of
model basis can produce undesirable contributions to
transition matrix element.

~iii ! It has also been connected to the bad description
the b1 decays, which processes have been used to fit
unknown parts of the nuclear force@7#.

In order to avoid some of the previous uncertainties,
alternative approach has been proposed, the operator ex
sion method~OEM! @10–12#. In the present paper, we wil
focus our attention on the role of different parts of t
nuclear force in thebb2n decay as well as on differen
methods used in the literature to describe this process.
that purpose, the simplest nuclear transition to be studie
the bb2n decay in 48Ca, that offers a double advantag
There exist both a sensitive experimental value$T1/2

2n

5(4.321.1
12.4@stat#61.4@syst#)31019 y @3#% and an elaborate

shell model calculation@13#, which is the natural calculation
scheme for this nucleus. While doing these studies, we
have in mind a long standing problem. Different calculatio
were approximately leading to the same decay rate whe
the intrinsic sign of the transition matrix element was not t
same@14#, requiring some clarification. With this respect, w
will in particular show how higher order effects in the SU~4!
symmetry breaking interaction modify previous estimat
On the other hand, a critical study of the OEM approach
been done in Ref.@15#. Based on an analysis of the SU~4!
symmetry breaking effects, other features of the OEM ha
been revealed, which deserve discussion. Our work is th
fore concerned more with the role of various approximatio
than with a realistic calculation of the process. We will u
an analytical force to achieve this objective. This allows
to easily compare various methods of calculation and
switch on and off the different parts of the interaction.

The plan of the paper is as follows. We remind the rea
in the second section of expressions for the standard tra
tion operator and that one obtained in the OEM approach
Sec. III, we introduce in the OEM expression the Coulom
splitting effect and make a comparison of the correspond
result with the transition operator derived independently
the first order in the SU~4! symmetry breaking interaction
The effectiveNN interaction that we will use for our study i
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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specified in Sec. IV. The fifth section is devoted to a pres
tation of our results together with a discussion.

II. THE bb2n DECAY: DESCRIPTION
OF THE TRANSITION OPERATOR

Thebb2n decay is allowed in the standard model. In th
process, two neutrons decay to two protons with the em
sion of two electrons and two neutrinos. The Lagrang
responsible for that process is the standard Fermi one. U
the usual assumptions~the impulse approximation is as
sumed, the lepton energies are replaced by their average
ues and nonconservation of isospin is discarded!, we obtain
that the lifetime is expressed by

@T1/2
bb2n#215G2nuMGT u2, ~1!

whereG2n , which can be found in Refs.@4,16#, contains all
the leptonic part and the integral on the phase space.
nuclear information is included in the nuclear matrix elem

MGT 5
i

2E0

`

dt eiDt^0 f
1u@eiHtAW e2 iHt ,AW #u0i

1&, ~2!

with AW 5(sW it i
1 , the Gamow-Teller operator, andD5 1

2 (Ei

2Ef).
Methods for evaluating thebb2n decays differ in the

approximations made in order to calculate Eq.~2!. What we
will call the standard method consists of inserting a comp
set of intermediate states in the commutator~2!. This allows
one to perform the time integral and we obtain

MGT
St 5(

n

^0 f
1uAW u1n

1&^1n
1uAW u0i

1&

En2 1
2 ~Ei1Ef !

. ~3!

Theoretically this method is exact, but in practical calc
lations some limitation occurs. Estimating the matrix e
ment given by Eq.~3! implies the consideration of all th
intermediate states contributing to the sum. Thus, the me
could not be the most interesting one if the intermedi
states or their energies cannot be well determined and if
cellations between different contributions are present. As
will explain later, the approximated SU~4! symmetry of the
nuclear forces tells us that such cancellations must be pre
in Eq. ~3!, leading to uncertainties in employing this meth
of calculation.

On the other hand, in general, nuclei which under
double beta decay are open shell nuclei and the usual for
ism for describing them is the QRPA. In that case, there
new difficulties in the evaluation of theMGT

St amplitude due
to the fact that the QRPA is near the collapse for the phys
values of the so-calledgpp parameter. Improvements of th
QRPA, such as full QRPA, renormalized QRPA, or fu
RQRPA can solve these problems but other ones arrive, s
as the violation of the Ikeda sum rule~see discussion in Refs
@4,5#, and see also Ref.@17#!.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the above difficulti
have been a source of concern. An alternative approac
calculate directly the exponentials appearing in Eq.~2!, the
05550
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operator expansion method~OEM! @10–12#, was thus pro-
posed some years ago. This is impossible in a general m
ner and the main assumption made by the authors is to
retain two-body operators, which supposes that only the
nucleons involved in the transition are of special interest
the calculation. This is similar to a spectator approximat
in the sense that all the nucleons not involved in thebb
transition do not contribute to the process. On the other ha
the interaction between the two active nucleons is includ
to all orders, neglecting some parts as we will explain la
A diagrammatic view of this approach is shown in Fig. 1~a!.

In the simplest approximation, the kinetic energy ter
the spin-orbit and tensor potentials are neglected in
Hamiltonian H appearing in Eq.~2!. Under these assump
tions, only the central part of the potential contributes. Sta
ing from its expression written as follows:

H'Vc5(
i . j

@v0~r !1vt~r !tW i•tW j1vs~r !sW i•sW j

1vst~r !tW i•tW jsW i•sW j #, ~4!

the bb2n transition amplitude in the OEM approach, fir
derived by Šimkovic et al. @10# and Chinget al. @11#, can be
expressed as

MGT
OEM5^0 f

1u(
i . j

Mi , jt i
1t j

1u0i
1&, ~5!

with

Mi j 5
24@vs~r !2vt~r !#

D2216@vs~r !2vt~r !#2
V0~ i j !

1
8@2vst~r !2vs~r !2vt~r !#

D2216@2vst~r !2vs~r !2vt~r !#2
V1~ i j !, ~6!

whereV0,1 represents the projector operator on spin 0 an
subspaces.

FIG. 1. ~a! Diagrams included in the OEM approach.~b! Gen-
eral diagram for the standard and SU~4! calculation.~c! Example of
exchange diagram which is not included in the OEM.
3-2
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The Gamow-Teller operator is a SU~4! generator. Then
from Eq.~2!, we observe thatMGT will be zero if the Hamil-
tonian were SU~4! invariant @we discard transitions betwee
members of the same SU~4! multiplets#. This result is not
obvious from Eq.~3!, where, in the general case, each int
mediate state could give a nonzero contribution, the z
being obtained after summation over all intermediate sta
Usual nuclear potentials are not so far from the SU~4! sym-
metry, then we must expect cancellations in the summa
present in Eq.~3!. From this point of view, expression~6! is
more transparent, because the condition over the ce
force to be SU~4! symmetric is justvs(r )5vt(r )5vst(r ).
Notice that in a particular case, actually close to most re
istic transitions, the vanishing of the matrix element wou
result from the fact that the operatorAW in Eq. ~3! acting on
the final state gives zero.

III. OEM AND SU „4… APPROXIMATION

We can improve the OEM model, Eq.~6!, by incorporat-
ing the contribution of the Coulomb interaction and th
making a comparison of the expression so obtained with
one derived in the first order SU~4! symmetry breaking ap
proximation.

The Coulomb interaction is an important ingredient of t
spectroscopy of medium-heavy nuclei involving differe
charges as it provides a few MeV shifts, which compare
the energy splittings produced by the strong interaction its
For our purpose, we added to this interaction,Hs , a constant
term proportional to the third component of the total isos
of the nucleus

H5Hs1DcT3 . ~7!

The above Coulomb force can be easily included in
operator appearing in Eq.~5!. Using @T3 ,AW #5AW , we obtain
the modification of Eq.~6! into

Mi j 5
24@vs~r !2vt~r !#

~D1Dc!
2216@vs~r !2vt~r !#2

V0~ i j !

1
8@2vst~r !2vs~r !2vt~r !#

~D1Dc!
2216@2vst~r !2vs~r !2vt~r !#2

V1~ i j !.

~8!

From the definition ofD and Eq.~6!, we have the relation
D1Dc5 1

2 (Ei
s2Ef

s), whereEi
s is the strong interaction con

tribution to the energy of the state.
As we said before, the nuclear forces are not far from

SU~4! symmetry and, if that symmetry were exact, t
double beta transition amplitude will be zero when it co
nects states belonging to different SU~4! multiplets. In order
to look at the consistency of our results, it can be usefu
study the first order correction of our expressions in
SU~4! breaking parts of the force. Let us write for that

H5H01H1 , ~9!
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whereH0 (H1) represents the SU~4! symmetric~breaking!
part of the force. The HamiltonianH0 is a purely central
force and has two terms in the spin-isospin space, one
portional to 1 and the other proportional to the Casimir of t
SU~4! group (tW i•tW j1sW i•sW j1tW i•tW jsW i•sW j )

H05(
i . j

Fv0~r !1
1

5
@vt~r !1vs~r !13vst~r !#

3~tW i•tW j1sW i•sW j1tW i•tW jsW i•sW j !G . ~10!

The HamiltonianH1 which is able to give a double bet
transition at the first order in the SU~4! symmetry, involves
two other combinations of the components appearing in
central force, Eq.~4!,

H15(
i . j

F1

2
@vt~r !2vs~r !#~tW i•tW j2sW i•sW j !

1
3

10
@vt~r !1vs~r !22vst~r !#

3S tW i•tW j1sW i•sW j2
2

3
tW i .tW jsW i .sW j D G . ~11!

Starting with Eq.~2!, we observe that there are two differe
situations. First, let us consider a nucleus with only two
tive nucleons. In that case it is obvious that@H0 ,H1#50,
and the exponential of the Hamiltonian present in Eq.~2! can
be split in two exponentials relative toH0 and H1, respec-
tively. The first one, related toH0, commutes with all the
operators and can be ruled out. The second one, relate
H1, can be expanded to the first order inH1 and we obtain

MGT
(2 neutrons)5

1

2~D1Dc!
2
^0 f

1u@@H1 ,AW #,AW #u0i
1&. ~12!

Calculating explicitly these commutators, we get

MGT
(2 neutrons)5

1

~D1Dc!
2
^0 f

1u(
i . j

$24@vs~r !2vt~r !#V0~ i j !

18@2vst~r !2vs~r !

2vt~r !#V1~ i j !%t i
1t j

1u0i
1&. ~13!

This result agrees with the Coulomb corrected OEM expr
sion, Eq.~8!, when this one is expanded up to the first ord
in the SU~4! symmetry breaking.

Surprisingly, a different result is obtained when we co
sider a nucleus with more than two valence nucleons.
view of its importance for a comparison with the abo
OEM result, Eq.~8!, we give here some detail on its deriva
tion.

Beyond the two valence nucleon case,@H0 ,H1# does not
vanish and from Eq.~2! it can be shown that, up to first orde
in H1,
3-3
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~14!

In order to perform the sum present in Eq.~14!, let us define
an operatorB5@@H1 ,AW #,AW # and introduce an operatorC so-
lution of the equationB5@H0 ,C#. In terms of theC operator,
Eq. ~14! can be rewritten as

~15!

~16!

The solution of the equationB5@H0 ,C# is

C52 i lim
«→0

E
0

`

dq eiH 0qBe2 iH 0qe2«q. ~17!

Performing this last integration and using the explicit expr
sion of B, we obtain
to

E
to

on

to

to
le

th
ic

05550
-

MGT
SU(4)52

1

2~D1Dc!
2
^0 f

1u@@H1 ,AW #,AW #u0i
1&. ~18!

This equation can also be obtained from Eq.~3!. To do that,
we must realize that up to first order in theH1 Hamiltonian,
the double beta decay implies a transition between differ
SU~4! multiplet states. In the case of interest here, it involv
the stateu@4,4#T54,S50& associated with the48Ca ground
state and the stateu@2,2#T52,S50& related to the48Ti @9#.
Then, there is only one intermediate state contributing to
amplitude, which is the Gamow-Teller resonance of the i
tial state~with an energyEn5Ei1Dc):

MGT
SU(4)5(

n

^0 f
1uAW u1n

1&^1n
1uAW u0i

1&

~Ei1Dc!2
1

2
~Ei1Ef !

5
1

~D1Dc!
^0 f

1uAW •AW u0i
1&, ~19!

and H1 appears in the mixing in the final nucleus betwe
the two SU~4! representations

u0 f
1&5u0 f

1&01(
r

1

~Ef2Er !
u0r

1&0 0^0r
1uH1u0 f

1&0 ,

~20!

whereu0 f
1&0 is the pure SU~4! final state. When we introduce

Eq. ~20! in Eq. ~19!, only statesu0r
1&0 belonging to the same

SU~4! supermultiplet asu0i
1&(5u0i

1&0) can give nonzero
contribution and the energies of these states areEr5Ei
12Dc . Then we obtain
MGT
SU(4)5

1

~D1Dc!
(

r

1

~Ef2Er !
0^0 f

1uH1u0r
1&0 0^0r

1uAW •AW u0i
1&052

1

2~D1Dc!
2 0^0 f

1uH1AW •AW u0i
1&0 . ~21!
to a

d by
ion
r-

ed
This result is in agreement with Eq.~18! because the
other terms present in the double commuta

^0 f
1u@@H1 ,AW #,AW #u0i

1&, vanish in the SU~4! limit. The main
point here is that this expression has a sign opposite to
~12!. This is due to the presence of many nucleons opera
in the former expression, as we represent in Fig. 1~b!, while
the latter one only contains two-body operators with the c
sequence of providing the wrong sign in the first order SU~4!
symmetry breaking limit. In particular, contributions due
pure Pauli antisymmetrization, as those depicted in Fig. 1~c!,
are not accounted for in the OEM.

More importantly, in the simplest case where the opera
H0 in Eq. ~14! can be approximated by the sum of the sing
particle energies, the different commutators appearing in
expression can be calculated. Their contributions, wh
r

q.
rs

-

r

is
h

form a nonconvergent geometrical series, are given, up
factor, by the sum

1

2
~11214181••• !~••• !, ~22!

where the first term in the parentheses is that one retaine
the OEM. To get these contributions, we used the relat
Ei

s2Ef
s52(D1Dc). Formally, the above sum can be pe

formed with the result

1

2

1

122
~••• !52

1

2
~••• !. ~23!

This is the result obtained from a direct calculation, Eq.~18!.
It specifies in two ways the failure of the OEM demonstrat
3-4
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TABLE I. Parameters entering the nuclear force, Eqs.~24!,~25!.

aa ba ab bb t1 t0 Dc (MeV)

Bertsch-Hamamoto -8.28 -14.33 6.56 11.20 0.89 0 5.352
Modified BH -8.89 -14.13 6.56 11.20 1.335 1.335 5.512
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on a quantitative basis by Engelet al. @15#. ~i! Among the
contributions that are accounted for by the expression,
~14!, it indicates which one is retained by the OEM.~ii ! The
energy differenceEi

s2Ef
s implies the single particle energie

of nucleons in the initial and final states. Since these invo
the core particles, it is clear that the various commutat
appearing in Eq.~14! involve three and more body operator

IV. THE EFFECTIVE NN POTENTIAL

As mentioned in the Introduction, we are motivated in th
paper by two different points. First, we want to study t
contributions of the different pieces of the nuclear force
the bb2n decay. Second, we want to compare the two c
culation methods presented in the previous section. We
focus on the double beta decay of48Ca because it is a
nucleus which can be theoretically described in the nuc
shell model and we can do reliable calculations with b
methods. To accomplish our objective, we use an analyt
force which, therefore, could not be the best one but, as
will observe later on, the results are good enough to mak
credible. In this way, we can easily connect and disconn
the different pieces of the force and calculate the matrix
ements of the operators present in Eq.~6!. We have per-
formed our calculations using theOXBASH code@18#.

The shell model space is the fullf p shell with the single
particle energiese f 7/2

50, ep3/2
52.1 MeV, ep1/2

53.9 MeV,

and e f 5/2
56.5 MeV. We have used for our calculations t

Bertsch-Hamamoto force@19#. This force has a central pa
which in momentum space is given by

Vc~q!5S f

mp
D 2F1

3
sW 1•sW 2tW1•tW2

mp
2

q21mp
2

1~aaPS50PT51

1baPS51PT50!
ma

2

q21ma
2

1~abPS50PT51

1bbPS51PT50!
mb

2

q21mb
2G , ~24!
05550
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with f 50.97, mp the pion mass,ma52.5 fm21, mb
54 fm21, and a tensor part

VT~q!52S f

mp
D 2 1

3
~3sW 1•qW sW 2•qW 2sW 1•sW 2q2!

3F tW1•tW2S 1

q21mp
2

2
t1

q21ma
2D 2

t0

q21ma
2G .

~25!

Bertsch and Hamamoto~BH! fitted the parameters of th
force in order to reproduce Reid soft-coreG matrix elements
and used this force to estimate the Gamow-Teller strengt
high excitation in90Zr. The values for these parameters a
given in Table I. The main features of this force are~i! it
contains the one-pion exchange, which governs the l
range part of the force, both in the central and the ten
terms, ~ii ! the other terms of the central force are pureS
wave interaction,~iii ! the attraction in theS51,T50 chan-
nel is bigger than the one in theS50,T51 channel~thus the
pairing in theT50 channel will be greater than the usu
pairing in theT51 channel!, and ~iv! the BH tensor force
was fitted to be used only forL even waves~theT50 chan-
nel! and in this order only one oft0,1 parameters is necessar
The authors of Ref.@19# choset050 while the tensor inter-
action in theT51 channel was completely discarded. W
have checked that this tensor force, as an effective one
consistent with the deuteronD wave. In order to have a
simultaneous description of the three nuclei involved in
transition, 48Ca, 48Sc, and48Ti, we also fitted the average
Coulomb displacement in Eq.~7! Dc using the relative posi-
tion of the ground state of48Ca to that of48Ti.

We nevertheless observe that the BH force eviden
some undesirable features when it is applied to the stud
the nucleus spectroscopy. For instance, in the region of48Ca
of interest here:~i! it gives a state density at low energ
larger than obtained with other standard potentials such
modified versions of the Kuo-BrownG-matrix interaction
l
TABLE II. In the first column, we give the position of the first state in48Sc relative to the fundamenta
state in48Ti. The following columns contain the excited energies of the following 11 states in48Sc relative
to the first 11 state.

Exp. 6.51 0.46 0.54 0.64 0.74 1.19 1.48 1.66

BH 4.96 0.27 0.68 0.83 1.17 1.44 1.67
Modified BH 6.50 0.55 0.93 1.28 1.60
Modified KB Ref. @20# 6.49 0.63 0.97 1.35 1.67
Modified KB Ref. @21# 6.38 0.52 1.07 1.56
3-5
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FIG. 2. Calculated Gamow-
Teller strength for the 48Ca
→48Sc transition using the modi
fied Kuo-Brown potential~a!, the
modified Bertsh-Hamamoto po
tential ~b!, and the Bertsh-
Hamamoto potential~c!. Each his-
togram represents the tota
strength in 1 MeV region versus
the energy.
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@20# or @21#; ~ii ! the splitting between the firstJ501, T
51 state and the firstJ511, T50 state of 42Sc has the
wrong sign; and~iii ! if we extend the tensor force as it is i
the original BH force to theT51 channel, it produces quit
important matrix elements. What happens is that this fo
must be used with some short range correlations which
decrease its effective intensity. We will not introduce sh
range correlations and for this reason, and from the fact
such a simple force cannot have unchangeable paramete
a large range of nuclei, we slightly modified the original B
parameters.~i! We fittedaa andba , reproducing the relative
position of the ground states of48Ca, 48Ti, and the firstJ
511 state of48Sc. This change has reduced the state den
in 48Sc and has also corrected the splitting between the
first 01 states of42Ca as well as the splitting between th
first 01 and the first 11 states of42Sc ~these states are im
portant to determine the two-body effective interaction!. ~ii !
We changedt0 and t1 in such a way that the tensor matr
elements between two particles in thef p shell coupled to
T51 has been strongly reduced but without change in
matrix elements of particles coupled toT50. These param-
eters are also given in Table I as modified BH. Due to th
limited number, our force is not the most realistic one. R
sults presented here cannot therefore compete with o
ones which rely on a better force. As can be seen from
results we obtained, they are realistic enough howeve
that our schematic study makes sense and can provide
sitive information.

In Table II, we present the first states with quantum nu
bers 11 for 48Sc. Notice that, with respect to the state de
sity argument presented above, this table is partly misle
ing. Higher energy states should be included in
comparison.

We looked at the distribution of the Gamow-Tell
strength for these forces and compared it with a stand
calculation performed with a modified Kuo-Brown intera
tion @20#. As can be observed in Fig. 2, there is no differen
between the strength calculated with the BH or the modifi
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BH interactions and that one using the potential of Ref.@20#.
Theb1 strength from the final state has also been looked
It is shown in Fig. 3 for the same models as mention
above. Its relevance has been mentioned several times in
literature and reemphasized recently in Ref.@22#. It repre-
sents an important constraint. We observe that for the
and modified BH potentials the results are hardly dist
guishable; for the modified KB interaction more strength
concentrated in the low energy region. The essential poin
that the b1 strength is large where the Gamow-Tell
strength is small and vice versa. Moreover, the contributi
of the two regions could be opposite in sign, which is n
observed in the strength, making an accurate determina
of the total matrix element difficult.

We want to stress here two points. Our modification
the Bertsch-Hamamoto force does not have a fundame
origin. In that sense, we cannot say that this modified forc
better than the original one, but it gives a better descript
of the spectra for the states of the nuclei we are consider
On the other hand, the main motivation for using t
Bertsch-Hamamoto force, or a modified one, is that its a
lytical structure allows one to make a simple analysis of
role of the different pieces while the total transition matr
element is compatible with all previous calculations, as w
be shown later.

V. NUCLEAR POTENTIAL AND bb2n DECAY

Our first study concerns the role of the central force
relation with the contribution of the spin-orbit. In this orde
we turned off the tensor potential. The spin-orbit energies
multiplied by a factorg, running from 0 to 1, in such a way
that, for g50, only the central potential contributes whil
for g51, the spin-orbit splitting energies are completely a
counted for. The results for the different calculation metho
~3!, ~5!–~8!, and~18! are given in Fig. 4.
l

o-
FIG. 3. Calculatedb1 strength
for the 48Ti→48Sc transition using
the modified Kuo-Brown potentia
~a!, the modified Bertsh-
Hamamoto potential~b!, and the
Bertsh-Hamamoto potential~c!.
Each histogram represents the t
tal strength in 1 MeV region ver-
sus the energy.
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ComparingMGT
St for the BH and modified BH potential

in absence of spin-orbit potential (g50), we observe tha
small changes in the values ofaa and ba make the double
beta amplitude to go through zero. Hence, the contribution
the central potential by itself is not completely under contr
This result points the relative weight of the forces in theS
51,T50) and (S50,T51) channels, which plays an esse
tial role in the present field.

Quite generally, interaction models based on nucle
nucleon scattering data have a strength in the (S51,T50)
channel bigger than in the (S50,T51) one~as is the case o
the BH potential, see Table III!, but most effective nuclea
potentials fitted to reproduce the spectra of nuclei give
pairing for (S50,T51) states stronger than for (S51,T
50) states. Typically, the situation is characterized
nuclear matrix elements such as those displayed in Table
calculated for the BH and the modified BH potentials. It h
a direct relationship to the relative weight of the forcesvt(r )
andvs(r ), in Eq. ~4!. The issue is an important one, whic
has a close relationship to the sensitivity to the so-calledgpp
parameter appearing in other approaches. As there, one
to hope that the fit of the effective nuclear potential mode

TABLE III. Diagonal matrix elements (f 2L50,ST) for the
cases (S50,T51) and (S51,T50) for the central part of the BH
and the modified BH potentials, in MeV. The relative weight of th
type of matrix element determines the sign of the correspond
part of the force to the double beta amplitude

S50,T51 S51,T50

BH -2.98 -4.87
Modified BH -5.03 -4.24

FIG. 4. Double beta amplitude versus the spin-orbit potent
All curves correspond to the modified BH potential, except theMGT

St

with squares which corresponds to the BH potential.
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a few relevant experimental informations will allow one
minimize uncertainties. In Ref.@23#, Poveset al. considered
the same problem in terms of two factorsl01 andl10, mul-
tiplying, respectively, the strengths of the forces in the s
glet and triplet spin channels. Starting from a force that w
already good, the variation for these factors is actua
smaller than what is suggested by the comparison of
matrix elements given in Table III for the BH and the mod
fied BH forces. In Ref.@24#, one can find a recent study o
the (pn) pairing and the relevance of the point here und
lined in heavy nuclei, which are studied in the QRPA a
proach. This is also discussed in Ref.@25#. An argument is
sometimes advocated for the change of the relative stre
of the forces in the singlet and triplet spin channels wh
going from infinite nuclear matter to finite nuclei. It relies o
the effect of the spin-orbit force. The force in the singlet sp
channel is coupling preferentially particles with the sam
quantum numbers (j ,l ), whereas the force in the triplet spi
channel rather couples spin-orbit partners, the effective fo
is favored by the absence of spin-orbit splitting in the fi
case while it is disfavored by its presence in t
other.

The role of the spin-orbit interaction has not receiv
much attention in the field, probably because it is known a
is not considered as a free parameter. In an approach b
on the SU~4! symmetry similar to that one referred to here,
has some relevance since it is a piece of the interaction
breaks the symmetry. Its importance can be seen by look
at the dependence ofMGT

St on g shown in Fig. 4. It represent
a quite important contribution for both potentials. In the B
case, it produces a change in sign while in the modified
case, it enhances the amplitude by a factor of 2. Algeb
ically, the effect is roughly the same and the difference b
factor of 3 between the results forg51, MGT

St (BH)
50.044 MeV21 and MGT

St (mod BH)50.15 MeV21, is
thus due to the central potential contribution, clearly over
timated in the modified BH potential.

It is instructive to look at the detail of the contributions
the intermediate states to the matrix elementMGT

St , in Eq.~3!.
This is given in Fig. 5 for the various models whose Gamo
Teller b2 and b1 strengths were shown in Figs. 2 and
respectively. For the BH model~as well as the KB model!,
there are contributions with both signs, respectively, loca
at low and high energy. The dominant contribution in t
low energy range is indirectly an effect of the spin-orbit i
teraction which brings down some states into this region
at the same time some strength. It is partly cancelled b
contribution in the Gamow-Teller resonance region, which
reminiscent of that one estimated in the SU~4! symmetry
approach~see below! or that one calculated in Ref.@9# on the
basis of the dominance of this resonance in the sum ente
Eq. ~3!. For the modified BH model, all contributions ar
positive. The low energy range one has the same origin
above, whereas that one in the Gamow-Teller resonance
gion has the opposite sign. This is due to the change in
relative strengths of the forces in the singlet and triplet s
channels evidenced by these models~Table III!. As a result,

g

l.
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FIG. 5. Detail of the contribu-
tions to the double beta amplitud
MGT

St using the modified Kuo-
Brown potential~a!, the modified
Bertsh-Hamamoto potential~b!,
and the Bertsh-Hamamoto poten
tial ~c!. Each histogram represent
the total contribution in 1 MeV re-
gion versus the energy.
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the matrix elementMGT
St for the modified BH model is sig-

nificantly larger.
We now focus on the modified BH potential and compa

MGT
St with MGT

SU(4) . We observe thatMGT
SU(4) gives a reason-

able estimate ofMGT
St , up to a factor of 2. But this nice resu

is partly due to the crossing of the two curves in Fig. 4,MGT
St

and MGT
SU(4) , which makes their difference to remain in

relatively small range. The accidental character of the ag
ment is evidenced by looking at results for a different cho
of the central force. Thus, for the case of the BH potent
MGT

SU(4) varies from 20.072 MeV21 for g50 to 20.053
MeV21 for g51 while for the same potentialMGT

St takes
values from20.014 MeV21 for g50 to 0.044 MeV21 for
g51. We must conclude that, even ifMGT

SU(4) is a good es-
timate of the order of magnitude, it does not give the rig
sign and, moreover, differences for the absolute value ca
as big as a factor of 2 or more. The change in sign
MGT

SU(4) , when going from the BH to the modified BH poten
tial, is due to the relative value of theT51 andT50 pairing
as is shown in Table III.

Looking at the dependence ofMGT
SU(4) on g, we observe

that its value is relatively stable. Wheng runs from 0 to 1,
the spin-orbit contribution to the wave function is included
all orders inMGT

SU(4) but its vertex contribution, through th
operator in Eq.~2!, is not considered. What shows the ev
lution of MGT

SU(4) is that this vertex contribution is the dom
nant one. Naively, we could conclude that a better estima
to approach the Hamiltonian in Eq.~2! by H5Hso1DcT3,
but this contribution vanishes. In fact, the result we obtain
for MGT

St implies a large interference between the spin-or
potential and the central potential. This is perhaps a con
quence of the strengthening of the force in the singlet s
channel with respect to the triplet one, which we mention
above as being indirectly due to the spin-orbit force.
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Looking now atMGT
OEM, we must conclude that its value i

mostly independent of the spin-orbit potential. This sta
ment is also true for the BH potential. In that case,MGT

OEM

runs from20.011 MeV21 for g50 to 20.010 MeV21 for
g51. The difference in sign forMGT

OEM calculated with the
BH and the modified BH potential is again due to the relat
value of theT51 andT50 pairing. In this case,MGT

OEM is
not a good estimate; neither the sign nor the absolute v
are well reproduced. In respect to theMGT

OEM calculation, we
must emphasize that the Coulomb force cannot be neglec
If we use Eq.~6! instead of Eq.~8! our results forMGT

OEM vary
from 0.0005 MeV21 for g50 to 0.0003 MeV21 for g51, a

result that makes no sense. We observe thatMGT
OEM and

MGT
SU(4) have the same sign, in apparent contradiction w

what was said in Sec. III. What happens is thatMGT
OEM has a

peculiar behavior when the SU~4! breaking part of the cen
tral force is reduced, crossing the zero and changing s
when we multiply Eq.~11! by a factork and study the limit
of k going to zero.

In addition to the role of the spin-orbit potential, whos
importance has been discussed above, we also considere
contribution of the tensor potential. We found that this o
does not change thebb2n-transition amplitude in a signifi-
cant way. Only a slight decrease was observed. This ca
seen as due to an effective decrease of the spin-orbit in
action which is in fact observed around48Ca and has been
attributed to the tensor force in the past@29#. Our full results
so obtained are

MGT
St 50.135 MeV21, ~26!

MGT
SU(4)50.084 MeV21, ~27!

MGT
OEM50.011 MeV21 ~28!
to
moto,
usual

The
TABLE IV. Double beta amplitudes for the twon mode. The first row of the first column corresponds
the modified Bertsch-Hamamoto force, the second row of the first column to the original Bertsch-Hama
and the third row of the first column to the experimental result. All the other columns correspond to
shell model calculations except for Ref.@27# which corresponds to a shell model Monte Carlo technique.
experimental result corresponds to Ref.@3#. We have takengA51.0.

MGT
St (MeV21) MGT

St (MeV21) MGT
St (MeV21)

Mod. BH 0.135 Ref.@13# 0.065 Ref.@26# 0.089
BH 0.032 Ref.@15# 0.043 Ref.@27# 0.1560.07
Experimental 0.07420.015

10.012 Ref. @20# 0.055
3-8
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TABLE V. Results forMGT
SU(4) andMGT

OEM in MeV21.

Mod. BH BH Ref. @15# Ref. @11# Ref. @28#

MGT
SU(4) 0.084 -0.051 -0.062

MGT
OEM 0.011 -0.008 -0.012 -0.020/-0.035
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for the modified BH potential and

MGT
St 50.032 MeV21, ~29!

MGT
SU(4)520.051 MeV21, ~30!

MGT
OEM520.008 MeV21 ~31!

for the BH potential.
Previous results for the amplitude calculated in the st

dard way are summarized in Table IV. They can be co
pared to the experimental valueMGT 50.07410.012

20.015 MeV21,
also given in the table. As it can be seen, our results
between a factor of 2 too high for the modified BH potent
and a factor of 2 too small for the original BH potential.
view of the simplicity of the force used in present investig
tions, which has allowed us to study the role of its differe
pieces, results can be considered as reasonable. Summa
the main features, it can be noticed that the amplitu
MGT

St and MGT
SU(4) are shifted upwards by roughly the sam

amount when going from the BH to the modified BH pote
tial. This is related to the change in the relative strengths
the force in theS50,T51 and S51,T50 channels. The
difference between these two amplitudes, indirectly due
the spin-orbit force, is relatively insensitive to this modific
tion. Both effects are important to get a value that compa
to the experimental one. The results forMGT

OEM also show
some sensitivity but are out of range in any case. Result
previous calculations employing other methods are given
Table V. It is seen that the above values fall in the range
the more realistic estimates, especially that one by Cau
et al. @13#, MGT

St 50.065 MeV21, which is probably the mos
elaborate one. This indicates that our study, though sc
matic, deals with the real problems underlying the calcu
tion of theMGT amplitude.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We considered thebb2n-decay process in the nucleus
48Ca with the aim of analyzing different methods used
estimating the corresponding transition amplitude or stu
ing the role of different components in the nuclear inter
tion. In this sense,48Ca is used as a theoretical laboratory f
testing various approaches. In all cases, we have perfor
our calculations in the fullf -p shell. In order to discuss th
different terms of the potential, we used the BH potent
which is analytical, and adapted it to our nuclei giving rise
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what we called modified BH potential. Our conclusions
not depend on particular aspects of one or the other poten

First, we confirmed the strong sensitivity of thebb2n
amplitude to the relative strength of the potentials in ch
nels (S51,T50) and (S50,T51). This is a well-known
result and its importance has been emphasized in the QR
calculations~in a different language, this was first pointe
out by Ref.@6# as well as Ref.@8#!. But our main conclusion
is that the central force alone, due to this cancellation, d
not provide the leading contribution to be considered in
calculation of thebb2n-transition amplitude.

From our results, the single particle spin-orbit force a
pears to be the main ingredient in determining the act
value of the amplitude. Nevertheless, this term of the pot
tial alone is not sufficient as the total amplitude then va
ishes. Any sensitive estimate of the amplitude requires
interference between this spin-orbit term and the two-bo
parts of the strong potential. In this interference, operat
involving three, or even more, nucleons could appear.

Concerning the tensor potential, we did not find it w
relevant for thebb2n-decay amplitude. The results obtaine
in the OEM approximation are far from the exact calculatio
The OEM is not an approach under control, as already m
tioned in the literature. Sizable corrections come from th
or more body operators but the nonconvergent characte
the expansion does not give much hope that the correct
are manageable. We have put in evidence that the OEM
a wrong SU~4! limit and this difference also originated from
the many body operators. Moreover, we observed that
Coulomb potential cannot be neglected at all in this sche

For the future, one can imagine improving the approa
based on the SU~4! symmetry. It is not clear, however
whether accounting for the spin-orbit splitting is feasib
while keeping a rather simple form for the expression of
transition amplitude. Another issue concerns the sign of
contributions of the different intermediate states to the to
bb2n-transition amplitude. Theb2 andb1 Gamow-Teller
excitation from the initial and final states, respectively, on
know about the magnitude. The interesting question is
know whether this information together with the knowled
about the total transition amplitudeMGT

St can provide a clue
as to the constructive or destructive character of the pa
contributions, as exemplified by two estimates presented
this work.
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